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could ever have imagined.
No Man's Land Oct 08 2020 No Man's Land by David Baldacci is an
exciting thriller featuring special investigator John Puller, who is
pursuing a case that will send him deep into his own troubled past. One
man demands justice . . . John Puller is the US Army's most tenacious
investigator, but he is not equipped to face the truth about his mother's
disappearance thirty years ago. New evidence has come to light
suggesting that Puller's father – a highly decorated army veteran – may
have murdered his wife. When Puller's friend, intelligence operative
Veronica Knox, arrives on the scene, he realizes that there is far more to
this case than he first thought. He knows that nothing will prevent him
from discovering what really happened to his mother – even if it means
proving that his father is a killer. . . . the other seeks revenge Paul
Rogers has just been paroled after spending ten years in a high-security
prison for murder. And with his freedom comes a desire to pay back old
debts. Harbouring a dark past that changed him in unimaginable ways,
Rogers embarks on a journey across the country, set on a path of
revenge against the people who took away his humanity. As both men
uncover a trail of deception that stretches back decades, they soon
realize that the truth will bind them together in ways they could never
have imagined.
Mind Prey Mar 13 2021 **Don't miss John Sandford's brand-new thriller
Masked Prey, available now** A Lucas Davenport thriller by
internationally bestselling novelist John Sandford It's raining when Andi
leaves the parent-teacher meeting with her two daughters. She doesn't
notice the red van parked beside her, or the van door slide open. The last
thing she does notice is the hand reaching out for her and her girls...
This time, Lucas Davenport has truly met his match - a nemesis more
intelligent, and more depraved, than any he has tracked before. A pure,
wanton killer who knows more about mind games than even Davenport
himself. ***READERS LOVE THE PREY SERIES*** 'John Sandford knows
all there is to know about detonating the gut-level shocks of a good
thriller' The New York Times Book Review ? 'The best Lucas Davenport
story so far. The man has a fine touch for outlaws' Stephen King on
Golden Prey 'Sandford’s trademark blend of rough humor and deadly
action keeps the pages turning until the smile-inducing wrap-up, which
reveals the fates of a number of his quirky, memorable characters'
Publishers Weekly on Golden Prey 'It appears there is no limit to John
Sandford’s ability to keep new breath and blood flowing into his Lucas
Davenport series. This is a series you must be reading if you are not
already' Bookreporter.com 'Sandford has always been at the top of any
list of great mystery writers. His writing and the appeal of his lead
character are as fresh as ever' The Huffington Post 'Sandford is
consistently brilliant' Cleveland Plain Dealer
Zero Day May 03 2020 Combat veteran and U. S. Army investigator John
Puller is on the hunt for justice with the help of a homicide detective -but as they face deceptions and dead ends, a powerful force threatens to
stop them forever. John Puller is a combat veteran and the best military
investigator in the U.S. Army's Criminal Investigative Division. His father
was an Army fighting legend, and his brother is serving a life sentence
for treason in a federal military prison. Puller has an indomitable spirit
and an unstoppable drive to find the truth. Now, Puller is called out on a
case in a remote, rural area in West Virginia coal country far from any
military outpost. Someone has stumbled onto a brutal crime scene, a
family slaughtered. The local homicide detective, a headstrong woman
with personal demons of her own, joins forces with Puller in the
investigation. As Puller digs through deception after deception, he
realizes that absolutely nothing he's seen in this small town, and no one
in it, are what they seem. Facing a potential conspiracy that reaches far
beyond the hills of West Virginia, he is one man on the hunt for justice
against an overwhelming force.
End Game Nov 08 2020 A Richard & Judy Book Club pick, End Game is
the fifth book in the thrilling Will Robie series by international number

BLM Apr 01 2020 The George Floyd riots that have precipitated great
changes throughout American society were not spontaneous events.
Americans did not suddenly rise up in righteous anger, take to the
streets, and demand not just that police departments be defunded but
that all the structures, institutions, and systems of the United States—all
supposedly racist—be overhauled. The 12,000 or so demonstrations and
633 related riots that followed Floyd’s death took organizational muscle.
The movement’s grip on institutions from the classroom to the ballpark
required ideological commitment. That muscle and commitment were
provided by the various Black Lives Matter organizations. This book
examines who the BLM leaders are, delving into their backgrounds and
exposing their agendas—something the media has so far refused to do.
These people are shown to be avowed Marxists who say they want to
dismantle our way of life. Along with their fellow activists, they make
savvy use of social media to spread their message and organize marches,
sit-ins, statue tumblings, and riots. In 2020 they seized upon the video
showing George Floyd’s suffering as a pretext to unleash a nationwide
insurgency. Certainly, no person of good will could object to the
proposition that “black lives matter” as much as any other human life.
But Americans need to understand how their laudable moral concern is
being exploited for purposes that a great many of them would not
approve.
Daylight Sep 26 2019 Daylight is the gripping follow up to Long Road to
Mercy and A Minute to Midnight featuring Special Agent Atlee Pine,
from one of the world’s most favourite thriller writers, David Baldacci.
The hunt Ever since Mercy was abducted aged six, Atlee has been
relentless in her search for her. Finally, she gets her most promising
breakthrough yet – the identity of her sister’s kidnapper. The capture As
Atlee and her assistant, Carol Blum, race to track down the suspect, they
run into Pine’s old friend and fellow agent, John Puller, who is
investigating the suspect’s family for another crime. The kill Working
together, Pine and Puller must pull back the layers of deceit, lies and
cover-ups that strike at the very heart of global democracy. And the truth
about what happened to Mercy will finally be revealed. That truth will
shock Atlee Pine to her very core. Continue the gripping series with
Mercy.
The Whole Truth May 15 2021 The Whole Truth by David Baldacci is a
terrifying global thriller that delivers all the twists and turns, emotional
drama, unforgettable characters and can't-put-it-down pacing that
Baldacci fans expect – and still goes beyond anything he's written before.
'I need a war . . .' Nicolas Creel, a super-rich arms dealer, decides that
the best way to boost his business is to start a new cold war – and he
won't let anything or anyone get in his way. As international tensions rise
and the superpowers line up against each other, the lives of three very
different people will never be the same again. As intelligence agent
Shaw, academic Anna Fischer and ambitious journalist Katie James are
all drawn into Creel's games, can anything stop the world from spiralling
out of control? The Whole Truth is followed by a second Shaw and Katie
James novel, Deliver Us From Evil.
Mercy Sep 06 2020 Mercy is the gripping follow up to Long Road to
Mercy, A Minute to Midnight and Daylight featuring Special Agent Atlee
Pine from one of the world’s most favourite thriller writers, David
Baldacci. THE HUNT IS FINALLY OVER. FBI agent Atlee Pine is at the
end of her long journey to discover what happened to her twin sister,
Mercy, who was abducted when the girls were just six years old – an
incident which destroyed her family and left Atlee physically and
mentally scarred. She knew her sister and parents were out there
somewhere. And she had to find them. Dead or alive. Atlee and her
assistant, Carol Blum, discover the truth. But the truth hurts. And hurt
makes you tough. So how tough do you have to be to forgive? As they
uncover a shocking trail of lies, greed, fear and revenge, they must face
one final challenge. A challenge more deadly and dangerous than they
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one bestselling author David Baldacci. Will Robie, highly trained assassin
and the US government’s most indispensable asset, is called to London.
An imminent terrorist attack threatens the Underground and with the US
next in line, Robie is the perfect choice to stop it before it begins. He
knows he has one chance to succeed. One chance to save London. One
chance to make it safely home to find out what has happened to fellow
agent Jessica Reel following their last deadly mission together. But Robie
is about to learn that even if he succeeds, the worst is yet to come. The
game has started. Now only he can end it . . .
The Fallen: An Amos Decker Novel 4 Jul 25 2019 Amos Decker, David
Baldacci's unique special agent with the gift of a remarkable memory,
returns in The Fallen. BOOK 4 IN THE AMOS DECKER SERIES Small
towns which have seen better times are not unusual. But the mysterious
events in Baronville, Pennsylvania, are raising the highly-tuned antennae
of agent Amos Decker and his FBI partner, Alex Jamison. What was
supposed to be a relaxing vacation turns into a murder investigation
when two bodies are found in a nearby deserted house. With the body
count rising, Decker and Jamison dig deep to uncover a sinister truth in
Baronville, which could be the canary in the coalmine for the rest of the
country. But even the duo's skills and Amos Decker's infallible memory
may not be enough to save this town, or them, from becoming the next
victims. PRAISE FOR THE AMOS DECKER SERIES "Decker is one of the
most unusual detectives any novelist has dreamed up ... a master class
on the bestseller. ... Highly entertaining." Washington Post "Amos Decker
is an amazing character. Reading how Decker journeys from hitting rock
bottom to finding ultimate redemption is nothing short of rewarding."
Associated Press "Perennial bestseller Baldacci unveils an offbeat hero
with an unusual skill set and tragic past who takes on the evil
mastermind behind a devastating school shooting ... [Decker] proves a
quirky, original antihero with a definite method to his madness ...
Readers will want to see Decker back on the printed page again and
again." Kirkus Reviews
The Camel Club Feb 09 2021 The Camel Club by bestselling sensation
David Baldacci is the exciting first instalment of a breathtaking series.
The Camel Club: a group of conspiracy theorists led by the mysterious
Oliver Stone, who camp outside the White House. Their goal – to expose
corruption at the upper echelons of US government. The stakes are
raised when the group witness the murder of an intelligence analyst. A
murder the authorities seem intent on writing off as suicide. Looking at
the case more closely provokes more questions than answers. Joining
forces with Secret Service Agent Alex Ford, the Camel Club prepare to
shine a spotlight on a conspiracy that reaches into the heart of
Washington’s corridors of power. In doing so, Ford finds out that his
worst nightmare is about to happen . . . The Camel Club is followed by
The Collectors, Stone Cold, Divine Justice and Hell's Corner.
Redemption: an Amos Decker Novel 5 Jan 23 2022 Redemption is the
fifth memory man thriller in David Baldacci's Sunday Times bestselling
series.FBI consultant Amos Decker returns to the scene of a family
tragedy in a grim act of commemoration, and is confronted by more than
just painful memories:A felon on a mission.When Decker returns to
Burlington, Ohio, he is tracked down by his first homicide arrest, Meryl
Hawkins, a man who still maintains his innocence.A rookie's
mistake.With Hawkins recently released from his life sentence, Decker
finds himself questioning what had once seemed watertight evidence. Is
the real killer still out there?A murderer at large.As the body count rises
in a new crime spree, Decker and his former partner Mary Lancaster dig
deeper and reopen the old case - and old wounds.Back in his home town
and plagued by the ghosts of his past, Amos Decker is compelled to
discover the confronting truth in the latest memory man thriller of David
Baldacci's number one bestselling series.
Walk the Wire Feb 21 2022 Remember his name: FBI Agent Amos
Decker is back in a thrilling memory man investigation from number one
bestseller, David Baldacci. A town with a secret. A lone hunter discovers
the remains of a woman in North Dakota’s Badlands. She appears to
have had a post-mortem performed on her reminiscent of those only seen
on TV shows – but this time, there was no slab, morgue or camera in
sight. A victim without a past. The reason why Irene Cramer’s death
merits an FBI investigation becomes rapidly clear when key questions
surface about her mysterious past. Little is known about this school
teacher, where she came from or her true identity. She clearly had
something to hide. A hero with a unique skill. FBI investigator, Amos
Decker and his colleague, Alex Jamison, are summoned to seek answers
in the local community of London, North Dakota, which sits at the very
heart of the fracking industry. Enriched with oil money, jealousy and a
deep-set rivalry lie beneath a veneer of glitz and opulence. Decker soon
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realizes that the nearby ‘eye in the sky’, the Air Force Station, may hold
the vital clues and that this town holds secrets so explosive that they
could destabilize the entire country . . Walk the Wire by David Baldacci is
the sixth book in the Amos Decker series. Continue the investigative
thrillers with Long Shadows. Once read, never forgotten.
A Gambling Man Dec 10 2020 Evoking the golden age of crime, and for
fans of Raymond Chandler and Agatha Christie, comes the second book
in the Private Investigator Archer series, A Gambling Man from one of
the world’s bestselling thriller writers, David Baldacci. A lucky roll of the
dice California, 1949. Aloysius Archer is on his way to start a new job
with a renowned Private Investigator in Bay Town. Feeling lucky, he
stops off at a casino in Reno, where he meets an aspiring actress, Liberty
Callahan. Together, they head west on a journey filled with danger and
surprises – because Archer isn’t the only one with a secretive past. A risk
worth taking Arriving in a town rife with corruption, Archer is tasked
with finding out who is doing everything they can to disrupt the
appointment of a top official. Then two seemingly unconnected people
are murdered at a burlesque club. In a tight-lipped community, Archer
must dig deep to reveal the connection between the victims. All bets are
off As the final perilous showdown unfurls, Archer will need all of his
skills to decipher the truth from the lies and finally, to prove she’s a star
in the making, will Liberty have her moment in the spotlight? A Gambling
Man is the second historical crime novel in David Baldacci’s Private
Investigator Archer series, following the Sunday Times top five bestseller
One Good Deed.
Redemption Aug 30 2022 Detective Amos Decker discovers that a
mistake he made as a rookie detective may have led to deadly
consequences in this compelling Memory Man thriller by #1 New York
Times bestselling author David Baldacci. Decker is visiting his hometown
of Burlington, Ohio, when he's approached by a man named Meryl
Hawkins. Hawkins is a convicted murderer. In fact, he's the very first
killer Decker ever put behind bars. But he's innocent, he claims. Now
suffering from terminal cancer, it's his dying wish that Decker clear his
name. It's unthinkable. The case was open and shut, with rock solid
forensic evidence. But when Hawkins turns up dead with a bullet in his
head, even Decker begins to have doubts. Is it possible that he really did
get it wrong, all those years ago? Decker's determined to uncover the
truth, no matter the personal cost. But solving a case this cold may be
impossible, especially when it becomes clear that someone doesn't want
the old case reopened. Someone who is willing to kill to keep the truth
buried, and hide a decades-old secret that may have devastating
repercussions . . .
Absolute Power Aug 18 2021 Set at the heart of political power in
Washington DC, Absolute Power was the book which launched David
Baldacci's career as a worldwide bestseller of thrilling fiction. The movie,
starring Clint Eastwood, was a major box office success across the world.
In a heavily guarded mansion in the Virginian countryside, professional
burglar and break-in artist, Luther Whitney, is trapped behind a one-way
mirror. What he witnesses destroys his faith not only in justice, but all he
holds dear. What follows is an unthinkable abuse of power and a criminal
conspiracy, as a breathtaking cover-up is set in motion by those
appointed to work for one of the most important people in the world – the
President of the United States.
David Baldacci Spring 2020 Oct 20 2021 The #1 New York Times
bestselling author with over 130 million books in print worldwide returns
with his next blockbuster thriller.
The Winner Jun 15 2021 The Winner is a novel brimming with suspensefilled roller-coaster action from one of the world's master storytellers,
David Baldacci. LuAnn Tyler is a single parent striving to escape a life of
endless poverty. Then a mysterious Mr Jackson makes her an offer he
thinks no one can refuse: a guarantee to be the winner of the $100
million lottery. But LuAnn won't do it. Less than twenty-four hours later,
she is fighting for her life and running from a false murder charge.
Jackson's offer – and its condition that she leave the country forever –
seems her only hope. Ten years later, LuAnn secretly returns to the
United States to begin a new life with Matthew Riggs, a man whose
origins are as murky as her own. But a canny reporter has picked up her
trail, as have the FBI – and Jackson. Matt Riggs is the only person who
can help her. But is help what Matt intends or is he too closing in for the
kill?
Detective Cross Jan 29 2020 James Patterson’s BookShots. Short, fastpaced, high-impact entertainment. The suspect is your patient, Dr. Cross.
An anonymous caller has promised to set off deadly bombs in
Washington, DC. A cruel hoax or the real deal? By the time Alex Cross
and his wife, Bree Stone, uncover the chilling truth, it may already be too
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late....
King and Maxwell Apr 13 2021 Former Secret Service Agents turned
private investigators, Sean King and Michelle Maxwell, return in their
most surprising, personal and dangerous case to date. King and Maxwell
is the explosive finale to David Baldacci's phenomenal series. A family
tragedy. Teenager Tyler Wingo learns the awful news that his father, a
soldier, was killed in action in Afghanistan. But then Tyler receives an
email from his father . . . after his supposed death. An investigation like
no other. Tyler hires former Secret Service agents King and Maxwell to
solve the mystery. The pair soon realize that they’ve stumbled on to
something bigger and more treacherous than anyone could have
imagined. Hunt for the truth. Could Tyler’s father really be alive? Was his
mission all that it seemed? Has Tyler’s life been a lie, and could he be the
next target? Determined to help and protect Tyler at any cost, King and
Maxwell embark on a perilous journey, putting their lives at risk in their
most dangerous case of all.
The Fallen Sep 30 2022 Star FBI detective Amos Decker and his
colleague Alex Jamison must solve four increasingly bizarre murders in a
dying rust belt town--and the closer they come to the truth, the deadlier
it gets in this rapid-fire #1 New York Times bestseller. Something
sinister is going on in Baronville. The rust belt town has seen four bizarre
murders in the space of two weeks. Cryptic clues left at the scenes-obscure bible verses, odd symbols--have the police stumped. Amos
Decker and his FBI colleague Alex Jamison are in Baronville visiting
Alex's sister and her family. It's a bleak place: a former mill and mining
town with a crumbling economy and rampant opioid addiction. Decker
has only been there a few hours when he stumbles on a horrific double
murder scene. Then the next killing hits sickeningly close to home. And
with the lives of people he cares about suddenly hanging in the balance,
Decker begins to realize that the recent string of deaths may be only one
small piece of a much larger scheme--with consequences that will reach
far beyond Baronville. Decker, with his singular talents, may be the only
one who can crack this bizarre case. Only this time--when one mistake
could cost him everything--Decker finds that his previously infallible
memory may not be so trustworthy after all...
Split Second Aug 25 2019 Split Second is the first in the gripping King
and Maxwell series by bestselling author David Baldacci. When
something distracts Secret Agent Sean King for a split second, it costs
him his career and presidential candidate, Clyde Ritter, his life. But what
stole his attention? And why was Ritter shot? Eight years later Michelle
Maxwell is on the fast track through the ranks of the Secret Service
when her career is stopped short: presidential candidate John Bruno is
abducted from a funeral home while under her protection. The similarity
between the two cases drives Michelle to re-open investigations into the
Ritter fiasco and join forces with attractive ex-agent King. The pair are
determined to get to the bottom of what happened in those critical
moments. Meanwhile, high-ranking members of the legal system and key
witnesses from both cases are going missing. King is losing friends,
colleagues and clients fast and his ex-lover, Joan Dillinger, is playing
curious games – she wants Sean back, but she also owes him for
something . . . Split Second is followed by Hour Game, Simple Genius,
First Family, The Sixth Man and King and Maxwell.
New Memory Man Thriller Apr 25 2022 Detective Amos Decker discovers
that a mistake he made as a rookie detective may have led to deadly
consequences in the latest Memory Man thriller in David Baldacci's #1
New York Times bestselling series. Amos Decker and his FBI partner
Alex Jamison are visiting his hometown of Burlington, Ohio, when he's
approached by an unfamiliar man. But he instantly recognizes the man's
name: Meryl Hawkins. He's the first person Decker ever arrested for
murder back when he was a young detective. Though a dozen years in
prison have left Hawkins unrecognizably aged and terminally ill, one
thing hasn't changed: He maintains he never committed the murders.
Could it be possible that Decker made a mistake all those years ago? As
he starts digging into the old case, Decker finds a startling connection to
a new crime that he may be able to prevent, if only he can put the pieces
together quickly enough...
Bullseye Oct 27 2019 In Bullseye, an exciting novella from Number One
Sunday Times bestselling author David Baldacci, worlds collide when
government assassin Will Robie is caught in the crossfire with Oliver
Stone and the Camel Club. Will Robie is closing in on his next target
when he finds himself in the middle of a bank heist - and he's taken
hostage alongside Oliver Stone. But is this just a simple bank job, or are
the robbers after something even more valuable - and dangerous - than
the cash in the vault? Exclusive to eBook, Bullseye is a gripping, quick
read that will delight legions of David Baldacci fans.
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The Last Mile Jul 29 2022 A gripping thriller from David Baldacci, The
Last Mile is perfect for fans of Lee Child and James Patterson. Memories
can be a real killer. Melvin Mars awaits his fate on Death Row. He was
one of America's most promising football stars until, aged twenty, he was
arrested and convicted for the murder of his parents just as he was due
to begin a very lucrative contract with the NFL. When Amos Decker,
newly appointed special agent with the FBI, hears the news that Melvin
was saved in the final seconds before his execution because someone has
confessed to the killings, he persuades his boss to allow him to carry out
an investigation into the Mars murders. There are facts about the case
which don't add up, and as the investigation deepens, Decker and his
team uncover layer upon layer of lies and deception which are rooted at
a time in American history which most would rather forget, but some
seem keen to remember. There is someone out there with a lot to hide,
and a secret that everyone is looking for. A race against time ensues
because, when revealed, that information threatens to tear apart the
corridors of power at the very highest level. The case proves to be lifechanging for both Mars and Decker in ways that neither could ever have
imagined. The Last Mile is the second in the Amos Decker series,
following Memory Man. Continue the investigative thrillers with The Fix.
The Last Mile Sep 18 2021 Melvin Mars awaits his fate on Death Row.
He was one of America's most promising football stars until, aged
twenty-years-old, he was arrested and convicted for the murder of his
parents just as he was due to begin a very lucrative contract with the
NFL. When Amos Decker, newly appointed special agent with the FBI,
hears the news that Melvin was saved in the final seconds before his
execution because someone has confessed to the killings, he persuades
his boss to allow him to carry out an investigation into the Mars murders.
There are facts about the case which don't add up, and as the
investigation deepens, Decker and his team uncover layer upon layer of
lies and deception which are rooted at a time in American history which
most would rather forget, but some seem keen to remember. The case
proves to be life-changing for both Mars and Decker in ways that neither
could ever have imagined.
Memory Man Nov 01 2022 With over 110 million copies of his novels in
print, David Baldacci is one of the most widely read storytellers in the
world. Now he introduces a startling, original new character: a man with
perfect memory who must solve his own family's murder. MEMORY MAN
Amos Decker's life changed forever--twice. The first time was on the
gridiron. A big, towering athlete, he was the only person from his
hometown of Burlington ever to go pro. But his career ended before it
had a chance to begin. On his very first play, a violent helmet-to-helmet
collision knocked him off the field for good, and left him with an
improbable side effect--he can never forget anything. The second time
was at home nearly two decades later. Now a police detective, Decker
returned from a stakeout one evening and entered a nightmare--his wife,
young daughter, and brother-in-law had been murdered.His family
destroyed, their killer's identity as mysterious as the motive behind the
crime, and unable to forget a single detail from that horrible night,
Decker finds his world collapsing around him. He leaves the police force,
loses his home, and winds up on the street, taking piecemeal jobs as a
private investigator when he can. But over a year later, a man turns
himself in to the police and confesses to the murders. At the same time a
horrific event nearly brings Burlington to its knees, and Decker is called
back in to help with this investigation. Decker also seizes his chance to
learn what really happened to his family that night. To uncover the
stunning truth, he must use his remarkable gifts and confront the
burdens that go along with them. He must endure the memories he
would much rather forget. And he may have to make the ultimate
sacrifice. MEMORY MAN will stay with you long after the turn of the
final page.
Long Shadows May 27 2022 Killer twists. Heroes to believe in. Trust
Baldacci. Memory man FBI agent, Amos Decker, returns in this actionpacked thriller to investigate the mysterious and brutal murder of a
federal judge and her bodyguard at her home in an exclusive, gated
community in Florida from international bestselling author David
Baldacci. Things are changing for Decker. He’s in crisis following the
suicide of a close friend and receipt of a letter concerning a personal
issue which could change his life forever. Together with the prospect of
working with a new partner, Frederica White, Amos knows that this case
will take all of his special skills to solve. As darkness falls, evil comes to
light . . . Judge Julia Cummins seemingly had no enemies, and there was
no forced entry to her property. Close friends and neighbours in the
community apparently heard nothing, and Cummins’ distraught exhusband, Barry, and teenage son, Tyler, both have strong alibis. Decker
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must first find the answer to why the judge felt the need for a bodyguard,
and the meaning behind the strange calling card left by the killer.
Someone has decided it’s payback time.
Walk the Wire Mar 25 2022 Amos Decker--the FBI consultant with a
perfect memory--returns to solve a gruesome murder in a booming North
Dakota oil town in the newest thriller in David Baldacci's #1 New York
Times bestselling Memory Man series. When Amos Decker and his FBI
colleague Alex Jamison are called to London, North Dakota, they
instantly sense that the thriving fracking town is ripe for trouble. The
promise of a second gold rush has attracted an onslaught of newcomers
all hoping for a windfall, and the community is growing faster than
houses can be built. The sudden boom has also brought a slew of
problems with it, including drugs, property crimes, prostitution--and now
murder. Decker and Jamison are ordered to investigate the death of a
young woman named Irene Cramer, whose body was expertly autopsied
and then dumped in the open--which is only the beginning of the oddities
surrounding the case. As Decker and Jamison dig into Irene's life, they
are shocked to discover that the woman who walked the streets by night
as a prostitute was a teacher for a local religious sect by day--a sect
operating on land once owned by a mysterious government facility that
looms over the entire community. London is a town replete with ruthless
business owners, shady government officials, and religious outsiders, all
determined to keep their secrets from coming out. When other murders
occur, Decker will need all of his extraordinary memory and detective
skills, and the assistance of a surprising ally, to root out a killer and the
forces behind Cramer's death . . . before the boom town explodes.
The Fix Jun 27 2022 Amos Decker, David Baldacci's unique special agent,
who suffered a head injury that resulted in giving him the gift of a
remarkable memory, takes on another case in The Fix. Walter Dabney is
a family man. A loving husband and the father of four grown daughters,
he’s built a life many would be proud of. But then the unthinkable
happens. Standing outside the FBI Headquarters in Washington, DC,
Dabney shoots school teacher Anne Berkshire in cold blood before
turning the gun on himself. One of the many witnesses is Amos Decker; a
man who forgets nothing and sees what most miss. Baffled by what
appears to be a seemingly senseless and random killing, Decker is thrust
into the investigation to determine what drove this family man to pull the
trigger. As part of an FBI special task force, Decker and the team delve
into the lives of Dabney and Berkshire to find a connection that doesn’t
seem to exist. What they do find are secrets that stretch back a lifetime
and reveal a current plot of impending destruction that will send the
world reeling, placing Decker and his team squarely in the crosshairs.
Open Season Mar 01 2020 Don't miss the Spectrum Originals series JOE
PICKETT! The first novel in the thrilling series featuring Wyoming game
warden Joe Pickett from #1 New York Times bestselling author C. J. Box.
Joe Pickett is the new game warden in Twelve Sleep, Wyoming, a town
where nearly everyone hunts and the game warden—especially one like
Joe who won't take bribes or look the other way—is far from popular.
When he finds a local hunting outfitter dead, splayed out on the woodpile
behind his state-owned home, he takes it personally. There had to be a
reason that the outfitter, with whom he's had run-ins before, chose his
backyard, his woodpile to die in. Even after the "outfitter murders," as
they have been dubbed by the local press after the discovery of the two
more bodies, are solved, Joe continues to investigate, uneasy with the
easy explanation offered by the local police. As Joe digs deeper into the
murders, he soon discovers that the outfitter brought more than death to
his backdoor: he brought Joe an endangered species, thought to be
extinct, which is now living in his woodpile. But if word of the existence
of this endangered species gets out, it will destroy any chance of
InterWest, a multi-national natural gas company, building an oil pipeline
that would bring the company billions of dollars across Wyoming,
through the mountains and forests of Twelve Sleep. The closer Joe comes
to the truth behind the outfitter murders, the endangered species and
InterWest, the closer he comes to losing everything he holds dear.
Memory Man Dec 22 2021 Amos Decker is a former professional
football player whose career was ended by a terrible hit. Now a police
detective, Amos is still haunted by a side effect from the accident he can
never forget. One night Decker comes home from a stakeout to find his
wife, young daughter and brother-in-law horrifically murdered. Obviously
scarred and nearly broken, Decker has to use his skills as a detective and
his unusual brain capacity to try and catch the monster who killed his
family.
The Finisher Nov 28 2019 In The Finisher, bestselling author David
Baldacci's first young adult adventure, a young girl is faced with an
enormous mystery that could change her world completely. Welcome to
the-fix-amos-decker-series-3-pdf
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Wormwood: a place where curiosity is discouraged and no one has ever
left. Until one girl, Vega Jane, discovers a map that suggests a
mysterious world beyond the walls. A world with possibilities and
creatures beyond her imagining. But she will be forced to fight for her
freedom. And unravelling the truth may cost Vega her life. Wrapped in
magic and mystery, The Finisher is the start of an enthralling series for
young adult readers from the Sunday Times bestselling author, as you've
never seen him before.
The Fix Jan 11 2021 Amos Decker, David Baldacci's unique special agent,
who suffered a head injury that resulted in giving him the gift of a
remarkable memory takes on another case in The Fix.Walter Dabney is a
family man. A loving husband and the father of four grown daughters,
he's built a life many would be proud of. But then the unthinkable
happens.Standing outside the FBI Headquarters in Washington, DC,
Dabney shoots school teacher Anne Berkshire in cold blood before
turning the gun on himself.One of the many witnesses is Amos Decker; a
man who forgets nothing and sees what most miss. Baffled by what
appears to be a seemingly senseless and random killing, Decker is thrust
into the investigation to determine what drove this family man to pull the
trigger. As part of an FBI special task force, Decker and the team delve
into the lives of Dabney and Berkshire to find a connection that doesn't
seem to exist. What they do find are secrets that stretch back a lifetime
and reveal a current plot of impending destruction that will send the
world reeling, placing Decker and his team squarely in the crosshairs.
One Good Deed Aug 06 2020 Murder and family secrets, a touch of
romance and deeply-felt revenge – with the twist of all twists – make up
the perfect page-turning thriller, One Good Deed, from one of the world's
bestselling thriller writers, David Baldacci. 'One of his finest books. Great
character, great story, great portrait of an era' – Bill Clinton Freedom
never tasted so sweet Poca City 1949. Fresh from serving time for a
crime he didn’t commit, Aloysius Archer is ready to put the past behind
him and start again. Who can you trust? Accepting a job as a debt
collector for the local tycoon he gets embroiled in a long-running feud
between the town’s most dangerous residents. When one of them is
found dead, Archer is the number one suspect. Framed for murder A
bloody game is being played in this town. Should Archer run or fight for
the truth?
The Fallen Nov 20 2021 "Decker is one of the most unusual detectives
any novelist has dreamed up." --Washington Post Amos Decker is the
Memory Man. Following a football-related head injury that altered his
personality, Decker is now unable to forget even the smallest detail--as
much a curse as it is a blessing. And in #1 New York Times bestselling
author David Baldacci's gripping new thriller, Decker's life might be
about to change again... Something sinister is going on in Baronville. The
rust belt town has seen four bizarre murders in the space of two weeks.
Cryptic clues left at the scenes--obscure bible verses, odd symbols--have
the police stumped. Amos Decker and his FBI colleague Alex Jamison are
in Baronville visiting Alex's sister and her family. It's a bleak place: a
former mill and mining town with a crumbling economy and rampant
opioid addiction. Decker has only been there a few hours when he
stumbles on a horrific double murder scene. Then the next killing hits
sickeningly close to home. And with the lives of people he cares about
suddenly hanging in the balance, Decker begins to realize that the recent
string of deaths may be only one small piece of a much larger scheme-with consequences that will reach far beyond Baronville. Decker, with his
singular talents, may be the only one who can crack this bizarre case.
Only this time--when one mistake could cost him everything--Decker
finds that his previously infallible memory may not be so trustworthy
after all...
The Innocent Jun 03 2020 The Innocent is another action-packed
thriller from David Baldacci, one of the world's most popular writers. He
could no longer remember the names of all the people whose lives he had
ended . . . Master assassin Will Robie is the man the US government call
to eliminate their most ruthless enemies at home or abroad. He never
questions his orders, and he never misses his mark. He’s just returned
from a covert assignment in Edinburgh to neutralize a growing threat,
having drawn upon all his expertise to complete his mission and
disappear without a trace. The odds were stacked against him, but that’s
never made a difference before. But now he’s facing the most difficult
operation of his career. Dispatched to kill a US government employee, he
does the unthinkable when things don’t add up – he refuses to pull the
trigger. In doing so, Robie finds himself becoming the target. On the run
from his own government and with everything on the line, does he need
to change sides to save lives – including his own? The Innocent is the
first novel in David Baldacci's blockbuster Will Robie series. Continue the
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series with The Hit.
The Hit Jun 23 2019 The Hit is David Baldacci's blockbuster follow up to
The Innocent, the smash-hit bestseller featuring U.S. government
assassin, Will Robie. YOU SEND A KILLER TO CATCH A KILLER.
Government hitman Will Robie is an elite killer. Called on by the US
authorities to assassinate enemies of the state, his formidable skill set
makes him an irreplaceable asset to his employers. But when he’s given
his next target, he knows he’s about to embark on his toughest mission
yet. Reports indicate fellow assassin Jessica Reel has gone rogue, leaving
a trail of deaths in her wake including her handler. To stop one of their
own requires a special kind of agent and Robie is ordered to bring her in
– dead or alive. But as the hunt begins, he quickly finds that there is
more to her betrayal than meets the eye. There are larger forces at play
that, if exposed, threaten to destabilize the US government and send
shockwaves around the world . . .
Long Road to Mercy Jul 17 2021 Number one bestseller Long Road to
Mercy is the heart-pounding first novel in the FBI Special Agent Atlee
Pine series by bestselling author David Baldacci. FBI Special Agent Atlee
Pine has learnt three lessons in life: Some wounds never heal. Atlee’s
twin sister, Mercy, was abducted from their bedroom over thirty years
ago, and Atlee has spent every day since wondering what happened to
her. Time doesn’t lessen your pain. The prime suspect, notorious serial
killer Daniel James Tor, is in a high-security prison, but with no
confession, Atlee continues to search for her sister, even as Tor taunts
her from jail. But she can always make a difference. Wracked by
survivor’s guilt, Atlee joined the FBI to hunt down killers like Tor.
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Assigned to the remote wilds of the Western United States, she has spent
years honing her skills and building her endurance, always with one eye
on the ultimate goal. Now, Atlee Pine is tasked with an investigation
which begins with a missing person in the Grand Canyon. And ends with
a discovery much more sinister and far-reaching. Continue the gripping
series with A Minute to Midnight.
Walk the Wire Jul 05 2020 The number one bestselling author returns
with another highly charged thriller taking Amos Decker, who has proved
one of his readers' favourite characters to date, on an action-packed
investigation with all the trademark twists and turns which make David
Baldacci one of the world's favourite storytellers.
The Final Play Dec 30 2019 From the international number one
bestselling thriller writer, David Baldacci, comes a gripping mystery
about a college football player’s investigation into the unsolved
disappearance of a fellow player who seemingly vanished into thin air.
Previously published as The Mighty Johns, The Final Play is an ebook
novella from bestselling author David Baldacci. Forty years ago,
Herschel Ruggles, a legend on the Mighty Johns football team at Draven
University, disappeared after scoring a record-breaking touchdown in
front of 25,000 spectators. Ruggles, instead of celebrating, continued
running, ball in hand, into a passageway that led under the field. He was
never seen again. His disappearance had mystified the community for
decades until another player, brilliant physics major, Merlin North, turns
detective and becomes fixated on discovering what happened to Herschel
Ruggles. As North’s investigation deepens, he uncovers evidence which
suggests that dark forces played a hand in Ruggles’ fate, revealing a
truth even more extraordinary than he could ever have anticipated.
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